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HIGHLIGHT

“DOLOMYTHS RUN SKYRACE”: RUNNING
WITH THE MYTHS

The “Skyrace”, which this year changed its name, is at its 21st edition.

The third stage of the “DoloMyths Run” gets into the myth: at 8.30 a.m.,
from the centre of Canazei, the best skyrunners of the world will fight to
conquere the title of a race (former Dolomites Skyrace) that is considered
a legend among the Migu Skyrunner World Series for its track and for the
beauty of its landscape. The itinerary leads the runners from the village
at 1465 metres to Piz Boè at 3152 metres and back to the sought-after
final line in Canazei, where the supporters welcome the huge champions
that, after a couple of hours, manage to complete their race. At the end
of the race,the appointment is in the square Piaz Marconi at 3.00 p.m.
with the awarding of the winners that officially conclude the first edition
of the “DoloMyths Run” (that started on July 14 with the “Ultra” and went
on July 20 with the “Vertical”).

Today in the valley
CHANTS THROUGH THE MOUNTAINS

Itineraries
FROM MOENA TO MEDIL, PRÀ COMPERT AND PENIA

FUCIADE - LOC. LA TASCIA / SORAGA
Commemoration of the Fallen of the Great War with the performance
of several choirs, Holy mass and historic reenactments.

DOLOMITI BRASS QUINTET IN CONCERT

BUFFAURE – LOC. POZZA/SÈN JAN DI FASSA AT 12.00 P.M.
The music notes of the group, performing at “Val di Fassa Panorama
Music”, delights lunchtime at altitude.

THE LITERARY DEBUT OF LAURA MORANTE

PALADOLOMITES - LOC. PALUA/CAMPESTRIN/MAZZIN AT 5.00 P.M.
The actress Laura Morante is the protagonist of the today appointment
at the “Scrittura Festival”, in the never-before-seen but successful
guise of a writer.

Reached the southern part of the football field C. Benatti in Moena,
take the dirt road that leads to Medil. Ascend crossing the grassy
area of Val, going out from the wood into Medil hamlet. Pass the
centre and nearby the Church continue to ascend along a cobbled
road (no.517). Continue to Col de Moena. At the crossroads, take
the easy path rightwards. Pass a ramp getting outwards onto the
clearing Prà Compert. Border on the wood, and when you reach a
stone with white and red sign, walk to the opposite side of the
clearing. From here, descend a slope equipped with steps. Shortly
the descent becomes easier and reaches the ancient hamlet of
Penia. To go back to Moena, cross woods and meadows, leave the
forest road,reach the hamlet of Sorte, and finally Moena.

The complete schedule of the events is available by the tourist offices of the valley.

Initiatives for our guests
JULY 23 AT 7.30 A.M. - CAMPITELLO

TO THE PEAK ON THE VIA FERRATA
THANKS TO THE MOUNTAIN GUIDE YOU CAN FACE A DEMANDING
ITINERARY. ENROLMENT: SPORT CHECK POINT (EXCURSION AGAINST
PAYMENT).
JULY 23 AT 9.00 A.M. - MOENA

IN THE WOOD AMONG THE FAIRIES
IMMERSE IN THE FLOURISHING NATURE, THROUGH STORIES AND
CURIOSITIES. ENROLMENT: SPORT CHECK POINT (EXCURSION
AGAINST PAYMENT).

Did you know that...
In the 19th century, English and German travellers and scientists
begun to choose the Dolomites as their Grand Tour destination.
They felt the necessity to tell their experience amongst the
marvellous rocks of the territory they were about to discover. Also
the naturalist Manchester Churchill, together with his friend Gilbert
and their wives, travelled to Carinzia, Tyrol, Carnia and Friuli,
between 1861 and 1862. Once he got back to London, he wrote and
published "The Dolomite Mountains" in 1864, a precious statement
and masterpiece of touristic promotion of the time.

JULY 23 AT 9.30 A.M. - CANAZEI

SINGLE TRAIL MTB

INSIDIOUS DESCENTS TO BIKERS RANGE, WITH THE TIPS OF THE
GUIDE. ENROLMENT: SPORT CHECK POINTT (EXCURSION AGAINST
PAYMENT).
Initiatives reserved to guests with the Val di Fassa Card (ask your hotel/apartment) enrolments required by the previous day at the Tourist Offices .
Activities are reserved for guests of the associated structures of Val di Fassa Tourist Board
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